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About this shoot
by Randi Scott

Lily and I have collaborated on many projects in the past and now we are excited to release 
Decembers Issue NAUGHTY & NICE featuring an inspiring model Violet B! She is a delight to 
work with, and look forward to working with her in the future.

The shoot came together over 2 days featuring 3 themes. One as a high key set of Violet as a 
Heavenly Angel. One with black wings as a bad angel. And one of her in Christmas colours 
looking sexy for Santa. Hence the name.

Enjoy the photos and visit our sites. Better yet, drop in to see Lily’s new location at 269 Colborne 
Street in Brantford. You are sure to find something you will love.



Violet B
Violet B aka Alicia Burleigh.

Age: 28 , 6 years modelling 
experience.

Specifications: Natural brunette, currently blonde with pink highlights, green eyes, petite frame at just under five 
feet tall and more than 15 tattoos all together.

Status: Happily Married, two Daughters and two step children.

Career/future aspirations: Certified Personal Support Worker and future Midwife. Full time Mother and Wife.

Hobbies aside from modelling: spending time with my family, laughing the night away, cooking/baking, makeup 
and hair styling, reading and anything to do with the outdoors!

Favourite genre of clothing to model: Fetish wear and alternative fashion.

Icons in the Biz!: Dani Divine, Kristen Leann and Annalee Belle. 

I am a wild child , independent yet family oriented. I would do anything for the ones I care about. I’m passionate 
about life and I love to try new things! I believe you are never too old to gain knowledge, because knowledge is 
power!

I started modelling six years ago and with each photoshoot I continue to grow and evolve. Researching and getting 
into persona by practicing my facial expressions and poses is the best way for me to feel prepared for a shoot. I 
most often do my own hair styling and makeup for photos as well! it’s one one of my favourite rainy day activities. 
I also dabble in the creation of sets and props as well as the editing process. I take pride in being a well rounded 
model and I have the utmost respect for all the amazing individuals I’ve had the opportunity to work with so far! 

Much love, Violet B. 





How to prepare

for a

Photoshoot! 
Tips and tricks by: Violet B 

As the model you should always feel comfortable with the theme chosen and discussed by all parties involved in the 
process. It doesn’t hurt to ask fellow professionals opinions on who’s reputations add up. If you’re not comfortable with any 
aspect then respectfully voice the opinion or in some cases decline the invitation all together. These are the first steps to 
preparing for your upcoming shoot! 

Researching and practicing poses, hair styles and makeup at least two days before the shoot helps you to create a general 
understanding of what is being expected of you. Learning is all part of the process so don’t be deterred by new ideas. Most 
importantly have fun and be confident about your modelling abilities. Confidence shines through in the photographs and 
allows for a more natural flow in the poses. Packing and organizing outfits in your bag the day before also ensures you 
won’t forget anything and are well prepared to start shooting right away upon arrival. Make sure you are well groomed and 
try not to make any radical changes to your beauty routine the day before (haircuts, colour, new skin product that could 
cause a breakout).

One last tip, try not to wear clothing that will create lines on the body, example underwire bra lines. They are sometimes 
difficult to edit out!

I’ve been asked recently what my” go to “ items are when I am packing for photoshoots, so I’ve comprised a list of items for 
everyone to view. This is my basic shoot contents (added outfits and accessories depending on theme and personal taste of 
course!)

* 1 Black, 1 white, bra and panties set
* Beige underwear (I prefer thong as it leaves less lines)
* housecoat for in between outfits and breaks 
* 2 backup outfits if clothing is being provided, up to 6 if not.
* Hair brush, Bobby pins, elastics and a hair clip. Hairspray if needed.
* Nail file and appropriate colour of polish for touch ups 
* Makeup bag ~ under eye concealer, finishing powder, black eyeliner, brow pencil, and always a red lipstick and 
   lip balm.
*kleenex, feminine hygiene products and q-tips.
* Deodorant ~ you do not want white deodorant as it leaves marks.
* nude pair of stockings, black thigh highs.
* Black high heels and one other pair. Colour depending on theme.
* Always bring ID, money in case of an emergency and a pen & paper.
* Bottle of water and Ibuprofen( in case of a headache).



I hope this article helps anyone who was lost on what to bring with them to their upcoming shoot! This is just “my” list so 
it’s subject to change via personal taste, and that’s completely okay! Being a well prepared model is highly respected in the 
community and I like to offer a great first impression to hopefully, create lasting professional working relationships with 
others in the industry. Following these steps has helped me to feel organized and confident about every shoot I have had 
the pleasure to model for.

Good luck with all your future endeavors and remember to smile, because a smile Is the sexiest curve on a woman’s body! 

Violet B 
Model











































The Habit
Store Owner · 2006 to present · Brantford, Ontario
Specializing in Goth/Punk apparel for us “Not the Norms”...brought to you by Too Fast! 
Jawbreaker! Rat Baby! Banjo & Cake! Bedroom Stories and more!The Habit Owner Lily Noel 
built The Habit out of her passion to provide “outside of the norm” merchandise that caters to 
people with a desire to express themselves, The Habit has been doing just that since 2006. You 
feel the unique fashion sense and fun energy the store prides itself on from the moment you step 
in the door. It has a real way of showing the world who they are. It is artistic expression for those 
performing on stage, going to a club, or in the privacy of your own bedroom. One of the most 
popular lines they carry is the club and dancewear as well as their large selection of hosiery. With 
toys, accessories, goth, fetish, one of a kind, fun novelty, and an ongoing list of fun and interesting 
items, the store is definitely not a “mall” type store. It is extremely unique. 



If you stand in one spot and look around, you will not see the same thing twice on your second 
look. It is not huge in size, but it is enormous in personality and character. The Habit show cases 
their lingerie line in their ezine SexzTemptations. Our models are local talent with quality photos 
by Photographer Randi Scott. We also do photo shoots through the shop as the artistic side of the 
business is our passion. We encourage a community of photographers that wish to share the art in 
general. Our store policies are 18 and older, no returns or refunds, cash only.
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